AGENDA

Program Updates
- **Pedagogy:**
  - PRAXIS scores
- **Content:**
  - PRAXIS scores
  - Curriculum changes
- **Enrollment**
- **Candidate dispositions**
- **R. A. Jones Partnership**
  - Description
  - Goals
  - Sequential lesson / video analysis

Data Review
- Comments from candidates and cooperating teachers

Questions/Feedback
- General feedback – Did your school hire any of our graduates? What do you see? Strengths? Weaknesses? Ways to enhance our program?
- What’s on the horizon that we need to know about? (e.g., Summit, curriculum)
- Current status of middle schools in the region – Philosophy? Organizational structures? This We Believe?
- PGES/evaluation – Peer evaluation? Video?
- Job market/availability
- Induction of new teachers
- Ways we/students can provide service to the schools?